


When you embark on a journey to Africa for a Hunting or Photographic Safari, you are going 
because you want to embrace a new adventure by experiencing things you are unable to view 
anywhere else. We strive to ensure a successful Safari full of memorable experiences created by 
our knowledgeable team of professionals. It is not only the adventure that creates a successful 
Safari, it is the people you are surrounded with, their culture, the smells of the African wilderness, 
being awakened at dusk by the chirping of the Birds, the roar of the Lion at night, the tastes of 
different foods or being so close to a Leopard that you can almost feel its breath on you. These are 
just a few of the memories that we would create for you, your family and friends. It is not just a 
Hunt or Photographic Safari being offered but an unforgettable adventure and experience.

To all of the clients who booked and hunted with us this year, I’d like to thank you for allowing 
myself and our entire team the opportunity to create a memorable experience. I hope that your 
Safari was above and beyond your expectations as I personally strive to offer nothing less than 
the very best experience for each client. We have had another outstanding year with some of the 
most beautiful trophies taken. Our brochure speaks for itself with many satisfied clients. We have 
taken them on a journey, and the images are just a mere reflection of the life long memories that 
turned their dreams into reality. I would like to personally thank all of our Professional Hunters 

and Outfitters that I work with for doing an outstanding 
job, as always. To my office staff, a tremendous amount 
of gratitude for a great year in assisting each and every 
client. Of course many thanks to our clients, as we owe 
our success to them!

When you book a Safari with Adam Clements Safari 
Trackers, you can be assured that you are booking 
a top quality Safari. I only deal with the very best 
Outfitters and areas, personally spending my own 
time and money visiting each to ensure that my 
clients will be taken care of. For those of you who 
have not booked a Hunting, or Photographic Safari 
with us, I hope that you will give us a call and allow us 
to turn your dreams into a reality, creating treasured 
lifelong memories for you, your family, and friends.

Adam, Sarah and Fairyn Clements Sarah Clements,
VP and Accounting

Alicanne Benedum,
Office Manager

Anna Reid,
Office Manager

Tanzania is a land that has lured famous explorers and adventurers for centuries.  
Tanzania still lures adventurers and sportsmen to this day.  It is one of the last 
remaining countries in Africa where you can still experience true East African 
adventure.  Whether it be hunting for the big cats, big buffalo, and special plains 
game, sightseeing and photography, or climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania has 
everything.  If you truly want an adventure and experience that is unmatched, then 
Tanzania is the country of choice.  Apart from hunting or sightseeing, the most 
important aspect of your safari should be the unforgettable memories of the unique 
atmosphere of the African bush, along with the people, animals, skills, sights, smells, 
and sounds that you encounter while in Tanzania.

Books have been written and movies filmed, attempting to describe the impassioned 
grip Africa can have on the soul. From the days when hundreds of porters would 
carry supplies for months –on-end expeditions, to today, when the most remote 
places are accessible by light aircraft, there is an adventure and romance associated 
with a safari in the African wilderness.  For some, such as Adam Clements Safari 
Trackers, that adventure has become a way of life.  Whether you seek a luxurious 
wildlife adventure, a remote and rugged area, a family holiday, or if you are a 
photographer with a mission, we will help you organize your journey.  We have 
excellent areas and camps, and whether you are in Northern Tanzania on the Masai 
plains, in Western Tanzania, or the Selous Game Reserve, you will have an experience 
that will bring your dreams to reality and memories to last a lifetime.  The areas we 
have in Tanzania are all PRIME areas where you can be assured of quality trophies, 
first class camps, equipment and our personal attention.

IF YOU ONLY VISIT TWO CONTINENTS IN YOUR LIFETIME,
VISIT AFRICA TWICE. – R. ELLIOT



Adam Clements Safari Trackers offers hunting in three distinct regions of Tanzania. These regions encompass a variety of 
habitat and offer hunting for a wide range of species. Your safari will be tailored to include hunting in the areas most suitable 
to your pre-selected priority species. Adam Clements Safari Trackers operates in Tanzania in association with Bushman 
Hunting Safaris Ltd. and Melami Hunting safaris, which operate in some of the very best areas in all of Tanzania. Not only do 
we offer some of the finest areas in Tanzania, but we also have first class service with luxury camps, which ensures not only a 
very comfortable safari, but excellent success rate on great trophies.

MASWA NORTH GAME RESERVE
Located along the Southwestern boundary of the Serengeti National Park, this area is considered one of the prime areas 
in Tanzania. Maswa is not only a dry season refuge for many of the Serengeti animals, but also has the Great Wildebeest 
Migration pass through the area in October/November. Lion, Leopard, Buffalo, Elephant, Thompson, Roan, and Topi are just a 
few of the abundant game found in this area.

Maswa offers exceptional trophy quality. The area bids a great opportunity at some of the largest maned Lions in Tanzania, as 
well as large Leopards. 

CENTRAL TANZANIA
We have a couple of areas in central Tanzania in the Rungwa and Kizigo game Reserves. These are some of my personal 
favorite areas! These areas can be challenging, but very rewarding, as the quality of game in this area is excellent. The area 
boasts a large population of Big Lions.  Excellent quality Leopard, Buffalo, Sable, Roan, Greater Kudu, Eland, Oribi, Hartebeest, 
and Zebra can be expected on a safari.

SELOUS GAME RESERVE
This area is known to be one of the very best blocks in the entire Selous Game Reserve. Located in the South East portion of 
the Game Reserve, this area is very remote and rich with wildlife. 

MASAILAND
This area is located next to the Tarangire National Park. Lion, Leopard, Buffalo, Lesser Kudu, Oryx, and Grants Gazelle are just 
a few of the animals that are found in this area. Masailand is perfect for those who want to hunt quality game and incorporate 
Masai culture into the hunt experience. No charters are required. Just a 3 hour drive from Arusha with a comfortable camp.
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We work with two great outfitters who offer different types of safaris.  We want you to have a choice in the type of safari you 
will experience.

Option 1 
This is your High End, 5-star outfitter with luxury camps and 100% success on Eland and Bongo for 15 years. If you want the 
best, this is the option to book.

13 Day Classic Safari €50,000
1x1 basis in Savannah or Rainforest, 2 Major Species + 4 Small Species on Permit

15 Day Collector Safari €70,000
1x1 basis in Savannah or Rainforest, 4 Major Species (Elephant for Collector only) + 6 Small Species on Permit 

Option 2
This is your 3-star option due to simpler camps, but they still offer great hunting with a 100% success rate.

13 Day Classic Safari 1x1 basis
Savannah  $47,000
2 Major Species + 4 Small Species on Permit
 
Rainforest  $45,000
2 Major Species + 4 Small Species on Permit

Contact us for all details and price sheets for each option so we make sure you get the very best for your expectations
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We offer a hunting area that is privately owned and covers over 50,000 acres of pristine 
wilderness area populated only by free ranging game. An adjoining property adds another 
40 square miles to the hunting area. There are 24 species of huntable game, as well as an 
impressive variety of game birds (depending on the season) that are available for trophy 
hunters and wing shooting enthusiasts.

PLAINS GAME DAILY RATES:

 1 CLIENT PER P.H. U.S. $570 PER HUNTER/DAY.

 2 CLIENTS PER P.H. U.S. $460 PER HUNTER/DAY.

 OBSERVERS U.S. $330 PER OBSERVER/DAY.

 CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS U.S. $230 PER CHILD/DAY.

INCLUDES
All government permit fees • Full accommodation and meals • Daily laundry service • Hunting vehicles and staff • Service of Professional 
Hunter, tracker and skinners • Transport to and from the airport and during the hunt • Field preparation of trophies and delivery to freight 
agent • Soft drinks and beverages  

DOES NOT INCLUDE
15% VAT and taxes • Packing, dipping and shipping costs of trophies • Alcoholic Beverages (prices available at request) • Personal Items • 
Hotels and air fares before and after the safari • Rifle rental ($15/day) • Ammo for .300 caliber and under ($4/round) • Transport at client’s 
request ($1.50/Km) * Subject to change • Gratuities
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DAILY RATES 

1x1 $350 
2x1 $300
Observer $215
Dangerous Game $550  

PACKAGES 

7 DAY BUFFALO HUNT  $9,850
1x1, All inclusive, 1 Buffalo Bull up to 30”

7 DAY SABLE HUNT  $6,550
1x1, All inclusive, 1 Sable Bull up to 40”

7 DAY PLAINS GAME HUNT  $4,850
1x1, All inclusive, 1 each of the following species: Blue Wildebeest, Impala,
Kudu, Warthog, Zebra

7 DAY BUFFALO AND SABLE HUNT  $15,150
1x1 All inclusive, 1 Sable Bull under 40”, 1 Buffalo Bull under 40”

INCLUDES
Trophy fees for animals included in the packages (taken, wounded, or lost) • Observers • The services of professional 
licensed hunter and use of hunting vehicle • Transfer to and from Johannesburg airport • Accommodation in hunting areas 
• All meals, beverages and alcoholic beverages • Daily laundry services • Trackers, skinners, field and camp staff • Field 
preparation of trophies and delivery to shipping agent or local taxidermist.

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Any species not specified in the package or additional animal • Dip, pack, and shipping of trophies • Taxidermy costs • 
Accommodation before and after safari • Airfare • Gratuity and personal expenses • Phone calls • Rifle hire and ammunition • 
Trophy licenses for animals not specified in packages • Bait for animals (especially leopard)

Certainly the most popular destination for the plains game hunter, South Africa offers a variety of 
species in a wide range of habitats. Most of the hunting takes place on large ranches with an abundance 
of game to be found. We offer short package hunts for those interested in an economical safari, or 
we will arrange an extended safari if you are seeking a large variety of species. For those interested in 
hunting dangerous game, we offer hunting for all of the Big Five.
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4 DAYS UGANDA KOB & NILE BUSHBUCK 
 1x1 $8,650 
 2x1 $7,950 
 Upgrade Only $3,967 

10 DAYS EAST AFRICAN SITATUNGA 
 1x1 $26,850 
 2x1 $23,550 
 2x2 $25,600 

10 DAYS NILE BUFFALO 
 1x1 $24,350 
 2x1 $21,050 
 2x2 $23,100 

14 DAYS EAST AFRICAN SITATUNGA & NILE BUFFALO 
 1x1 $39,100 
 2x1 $34,500 
 2x2 $37,350 

4 DAYS PLAINS GAME ONLY 
 1x1 $11,050 
 2x1 $9,750 
 Upgrade Only $5,960 

7 DAYS BUFFALO AND LIMITED PLAINS GAME 
 1x1 $17,950 
 2x1 $15,750 
 Upgrade Only $11,209 

7 DAYS BUFFALO AND ALL PLAINS GAME
 1x1 $20,450 
 2x1 $17,990 
 Upgrade Only $13,479 

Observers/Non-Hunters pay $400 per day, inclusive of $20 Conservation and 
$20 Concession

INCLUDES
Service of a professional hunter • 4x4 Hunting 
vehicle • Full accommodation in tented camps • Field 
preparation of trophies • Transfer from the airport 
to the hotel and return • All meals, bottled water & 
soft drinks in camp • Conservation, concession and 
area fees • Hunting permit, incl. 18% VAT • Laundry 
services in camp • Airport pick-up • Car transfers 
between hunting areas.

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Transfer Kampala to hunting area by car & return • 
Dip & Pack • Charter flights • Hotel overnights before 
and after safari • Trophy fees •  Trophy shipping and 
expenses • Tips to the staff • Any personal expenses • 
Personal insurances and Medical evacuation coverage 
• Any problems associated with delays due to weather, 
airlines, transportation breakdowns, emergencies, 
lost luggage • Any expenses for overnights in lodges & 
national park entrance fees.
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This is one of the oldest privately owned game farms situated in the heart of the Ghanzi District in Botswana’s 
Kalahari Desert. This is a vast reserve that is around 100,000 acres. We are on the edge of a limestone ridge with an 
underlying aquifer abundant with underground water supporting our rich variety of wildlife. This is a Plains Game 
hunter’s paradise with a great abundance of game. It is also a wonderful tented camp, so you still get the real Africa 
feel under canvas in first class style.

DAILY RATES 
 1x1 $425/Person/Day 
 2x1 $325/Person/Day 
 Observer $250/Person/Day 
 Cameraman $100/Person/Day

PACKAGES

 7 DAY, 2X1 PLAIN GAME SAFARI- $5,900 
 Includes daily rates and trophy fees for: 1 gemsbok, 1 kudu, 1 eland, 1 wildebeest for each hunter. Extra animals 
 can be shot for the current trophy price 

 7 DAY, 1X1 PLAINS GAME PACKAGE- $6,900
 Includes daily rate and trophy fees for:  1 gemsbok, 1 kudu, 1 blue wildebeest, 1 eland, 1 impala, and 1 jackal.  Extra 
 animals can be shot for the current trophy price. 

INCLUDES
Meeting on arrival in Maun or Windhoek • Full accommodation and meals (local drinks only) • Daily 
laundry service • Daily housekeeping service • Full camp and staff services • Full services from your 
professional hunter • Full 3 star accommodations & amenities 

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Trophy Fees • Dipping and Packing – this will be quoted by the shipper, who will meet with clients 
at end of the safari • Air freight of trophies to final destination • Gun import permit ($150/gun) • Air 
charters to and from camp • Gratuities • Ammunition • Hotel costs before and after safari contract dates 
• Road transport • 12% Botswana government VAT on total bill • imported beverages • photographer/
videographer
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Zimbabwe is a favorite destination to many hunters due to the fact that dangerous game hunts are more affordable 
here than in other countries. We offer several different areas and different outfitters according to each client’s needs. 
Be it in the Northwest, Southeast, or Central areas of Zimbabwe, we can give you options based on the type of hunt 
you are looking for and the animals you are interested in hunting. There are too many areas to list here, so contact us 
for more detailed information and options to consider.
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LUANGWA 
21 DAY LION  
 1x1 $49,500
 Concession Fee Per Hunter $19,500 

14 DAY LEOPARD  
 1x1 $20,900 
 Concession Fee Per Hunter $8,000 

14 DAY ELEPHANT  
 1x1 $17,500 
 Concession Fee Per Hunter $7,500 

10 DAY ELEPHANT SAFARI  
 1x1 $15,000 
 Concession Fee Per Hunter $7,500    

10 DAY DELUXE MINI SAFARI (BUFFALO, HIPPO, CROCODILE, & PLAINS GAME COMBO)  
 1x1 $9,950 
 2x1 $8,950 
 Mini Concession Fees Per Hunter $3,000 

7 DAY MINI SAFARI (BUFFALO, HIPPO, CROCODILE, & PLAINS GAME)  
 1x1 $6,950 
 2x1 $6,250 
 Mini Concession Fees Per Hunter $2,500 

7 DAY MINI SAFARI (BUFFALO & PLAINS GAME)  
 1x1 $6,500 
 2x1 $6,000 
 Mini Concession Fees Per Hunter $2,000 

5 DAY MINI SAFARI ( HIPPO, CROCODILE, & PLAINS GAME)  
 1x1 $4,950 
 2x1 $4,250 
 Mini Concession Fees Per Hunter $2,000 

5 DAY MINI SAFARI (COOKSON WILDEBEEST & PLAINS GAME)  
 1x1 $4,950 
 2x1 $4,250 
 Mini Concession Fees Per Hunter $2,000

Bangweulu and Kafue Flat Safari’s available 
Game Farm hunt combinations can be done with all safaris.

INCLUDES
Assistance at Lusaka International Airport on arrival and departure ~ Skinning and 
Salt preparation of trophies ~ Fully Qualified PH with 4 wheel drive vehicle ~ All 
accommodation and meals in Camp including Carbonated Drinks, Tea, Coffee and 
Bottled water ~ 16% VAT 

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Observer rates $340 per person ~ Trophy fees are per current price list ~ Bird 
Licence, Safari Licence, Firearm Import Permit, Conservation fee US $1,450 ~ Dip 
and pack of trophies US $1,650 ~ Change of Area Fee if applicable US $1,200 ~ 
Conservation fee US $200 per hunter ~ Ground transfer ~ Ammunition/ Duty of 
Ammunition approx. US $5 per round ~ Alcohol and tobacco ~ Hire of Firearm US 
$70 per day plus ammunition ~ Air charters ~ air fares ~ overweight charges on 
airlines ~ Air freight & local agent handling cost of trophies from Zambia, including 
insurance for the shipment which is the clients responsibility ~ Lusaka Hotel 
accommodation before during or after hunt ~ Gratuities to PH and camp staff ~ 
Pack and handling of curios US $500 ~ Visa on arrival ~ Local airport departure 
tax is US $10 per person ~ US $5 Security charge per person ~ Guest wing 
accommodation US$60 per person per night ~ All insurances  
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MULE DEER HIGH FENCE: 4 DAYS, 5 NIGHTS
US:  Base Price of $5,950 deposit for booking hunt + Trophy Fees:  
 175-179 + $2950 
 180-189 + $6950 
 190-194 + $11,950 
 195-199 + $12,950 
 200-205 + $19,950 
 205+ + $395 inch 

MULE DEER FREE RANGE: 6 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
US: Base Price of $6,950 deposit for booking hunt  
For base price you can harvest a mule deer up to 169 SCI  +Trophy Fees
 Up to 199 + $5000  
 200+ + $8000  

DESERT SHEEP HIGH FENCE: 6 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
Base Price of $7,500 deposit to reserve, includes sheep tag 
 175-179 + $35,000 
 180-184 + $47,000 
 185-189 + $57,000 
 190-194 + $82,000 
 195-199 + $92,000 
 200+ + $2000 per inch

DESERT SHEEP FREE RANGE: 10 DAYS, 11 NIGHTS
Base Price of $30,000 to reserve, includes sheep tag
(Official score used will be taken by Mexico Wildlife Department- SAGARPHA) 
 160-169 + $30,000  
 170-179 + $40,000  
 180-189 + $50,000
 190+ + $70,000  

HUNTING DATES
 Mule Deer -November 1, 2016- March 15, 2017 
 Desert Sheep- October 1, 2016- March 30, 2017  

PACKAGE HUNTS INCLUDE
First Class Meals and accommodations, transportation from the airport, Guide 1:1, skinning and cape of your trophy

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Non-hunter fee- $300, Tips for Guides and Personnel, Shipping and export of Capes and Racks, Export of trophies - $400 US dollars + 
shipping, Rifle Permits ($210/rifle, 2 rifles per hunter and 100 shells per rifle), Mule Deer Tag- $210,  Coues Tag- $150, Sheep Tag- $600, 
Additional Hunting days $500 depending upon availability. 
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NUMBER OF ANGLERS PACKAGE EXTRA DAY
 1 $9,335 $2,860
 2 $5,820 $1,655
 3 $4,650 $1,250
 4  $4,065  $1,050
 5  $3,715  $930

Prices are per person, based on our Standard Package
3 Fishing Days / 4 Nights of Accommodation

FISHING
3 full days of fishing in your selected vessel • All tackle – for fly fishing we recommend to bring extra flies • Fresh fruit aboard 
the boat • Hot lunches • Combo of drinks, bottles of water – Gatorade – soft drinks – beers • The boat heads out at 7am from the 
dock and comes back at 5pm

INCLUDES TRANSPORTATION
All ground transfers • On a Toyota HiAce van with our full time driver • Cold drinks will be available on the van
Guatemala International Airport “La Aurora” – “Billfish Inn” • Daily local transfers for fishing “Billfish Inn” – “Marina Pez Vela”

LODGING
Staying at our “Billfish Inn” • 4 nights with a private room for each angler (party of 5, 1 room will be double) • Breakfast buffet 
and a served dinning meal • Non-alcoholic beverages are included • Free wireless Internet access with a laptop for the persons 
to use at the lobby • Hospitality hours, every morning before breakfast, enjoy a cup of our “famous Guatemalan Coffee” or tea in 
the porch outside your rooms • Each room is equipped with hand soap, body and hair soap, cotton balls, bottles of water, etc.

EXTRA DAY PRICE PER ANGLER
Includes transportation, fishing and lodging and meals • Please substract as many times you would like the extra day price if 
you want to know the price per person per day • Please add the extra day price per person if you want to know the price for 
more than 3 fishing days as many times as you would like • Additional boats are available for larger groups • Our additional 
lodging can cater to a maximum of 10 anglers.

NOT INCLUDED
Packages do not include, airfare, alcoholic drinks and tips.
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STAG PACKAGES: 5 DAY PACKAGE
 320-360 $6,500
 360-400 $10,000
 400-440 $15,000
 440+ POR

STAG/THAR/CHAMOIS: 7 DAY PACKAGE
 320-360 $13,500
 360-400 $17,000
 400-440 $22,000

TAHR & CHAMIOS: 5 DAY PACKAGE $10,000

EXTRA HUNTING $500/day 

WATERFOWL HUNTING $600/day 

FISHING $600/day

PACKAGES INCLUDE
Trophy fees, hunting lodge accommodation, daily guide rates, meals, beverages, airport transfers, hunt transportation and  
field  preparation of trophies.

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Non-hunters ($300), international airfare, gratuity, personal expenses, touring, trophy fees for additional species
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We have several different guides and outfitters that we use in Alaska depending on what type of 
hunt and animals you desire.  There are many different options, from interior Grizzly hunts to 
Coastal Brown Bear, as well as Black Bear, Caribou, Dall Sheep, Moose and Mountain Goat. We 
have very physical type hunts from spike camps to more comfortable hunting from cabins and 
boats. Alaska is a very remote and tough place to hunt and one has to be mentally and physically 
prepared. Weather always plays a factor in hunting in Alaska and you should always count on a few 
days of your hunt spending down time in a tent or cabin due to unpredictable weather conditions. 
The adventure and experience will be one that you will never forget and it is a great place to hunt 
for those looking for a challenge. Contact us for options and prices.

BLACK BEAR $12,500
 6 Full hunting days spring or fall 
 Fall hunts include Wolf Trophy fee $500
 Also possible Sitka deer Trophy fee $2,500
 Non-hunter $5,100

BROWN BEAR $30,000
 10 Full hunting days
 Non-hunter $6,500 

MOUNTAIN GOAT $22,000  
 7 Full hunting days 
 Can combo with Sitka deer Trophy fee $2,500
 Non-hunter $5,100

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Airfare, hotel before and after hunt, taxidermy and shipping, license and tags.
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Utah is known for its great quality of Big Game and vast wilderness throughout the state. We operate our 
hunts on hundreds of thousands of public & private lands for all species of Big Game in Utah. Our guides 
are some of the best in the country and produce top quality animals year after year. If its Mountain Lion 
that you are after, we have some of the best dogs in the business so come check us out.

 Mountain Lion $7,000

 Black Bear $6,000

 Elk $7,000

 Pronghorn $3,500

 Mule Deer $6,500

All of these hunts require either an Over The Counter Tag, Private Landowner Tag or Utah’s Conservation 
Tag which is 100% Tax Deductible. Please contact us for all this information and we can help you purchase 
any of these. 7% state tax is applicable to all Utah hunts

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Hotel cost, airfare, taxidermy and shipping, trophy fee, tax (Utah 7%)
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BIG GAME
Hunter (double occupancy) $400
Hunter (single occupancy) $500

Observer (double occupancy) $250
Observer (single occupancy) $350

WING SHOOTING
Hunter (double occupancy) $700
Hunter (single occupancy) $800

Observer (double occupancy) $350
Observer (single occupancy) $450

WATERFOWL
Hunter (double occupancy) $950
Hunter (single occupancy) $1,100

Observer (double occupancy) $550
Observer (single occupancy) $650

DORADO FISHING
Angler (double occupancy) $700
Angler (single occupancy) $800

Observer (double occupancy) $450
Observer (single occupancy) $550

TROUT FISHING
Angler (double occupancy) $900
Angler (single occupancy) $1,000

Observer (double occupancy) $550
Observer (single occupancy) $650

INCLUDES
Meet and greet at international airport in Buenos Aires • Ground transfers to connecting flights/
charters • Ground transfers within our hunting/fishing areas • All accommodations during the 
trip • Meals • Beverages (including wine, liquors, and spirits) • Hunting (1x1)/Fishing (2x1) guide • 
All necessary equipment (blinds, callers, radios, decoys, boats, and vehicles) • Assistance to obtain 
hunting and/or fishing licenses and permits • Assistance to obtain all gun/ammo licenses and 
permits • Assistance with visas or other tourist requirements to Argentina • WiFi • Electricity • Daily 
laundry • Trophy preparation

DOES NOT INCLUDE
International or Domestic airfare • Air or ground special charters • Hunting/fishing license costs • 
Gun rental and ammunition • Any expenses before/after the hunt/fishing trip • Personal expenses • 
Gratuities • Taxidermy • Trophy shipping

ARGENTINA SPAIN
DAILY RATES
 Hunter  $770
 Observer  $400

BIG GAME SPECIES
Spanish Ibex
 Beceite  $8,300
 Gredos  $8,300
 Southeastern  $8,300
 Ronda  $8,300
Iberian Red Stag  $5,100
European Fallow Deer  $4,600
Iberian Mouflon sheep  $4,600
Chamois (Pyrenean or Cantabrian)  $5,500
European Roe Deer  $3.000
Balearean Goat  $4,900
Aoudad  $6,900
Eurasian Wild Boar  $1,900

INCLUDES
1x1 bilingual professional hunter • First class lodging • Round trip ground transportation from Barcelona

DOES NOT INCLUDE
Taxes V.A.T. 21% • Trophy preparation (European: $150, Shoulder: $300, Life size: $450) • Vet certificate, 
packaging, Spanish Customs Broker and airfreight • Taxidermy • Alcoholic drinks • Laundry • Phone calls, faxes, 
internet • Gratuities • Hotels before or after hunt • Parador Castles & Palaces hotels (extra $100 pp on daily 
rates) • Single room occupancy for the observer (Extra on the Daily Fees; $100) • Tour guide and car in Barcelona 
• Domestic and International airfare • Airport assistance & transfer; one way ($200) • Trophy fees and medal 
surcharges • On Balearean Goat, Hunting License & Insurance (US $450) • Tips in euro for staff • Hunting 
license and insurance per area ($300) • Rifle rental and 1 box ammo ($270) • Rifle clearance and assistance 
($200) • Tour guide with car (up to 4 pax)/day ($420) • Tour guide in Barcelona / day ($350)

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR BIG GAME
All prices are subject to changes. Min. exchange rat: 1 € = 1.40 US$
In Big Game hunts, minimum 3 days per species
In Big Game hunts, the trip will start on the morning of the first day and ends the evening of the last day 
(traveling days included).
In Big Game hunts, clients must still pay trophy fee on wounded animals that are not recovered.
Hunter will have 3 fair opportunities per trophy. After the 3rd opportunity, the hunt is considered over.



ADAM CLEMENTS SAFARI TRACKERS
www.safaritrackers.com

OFFICE: 210-698-0077  |  ADAM: 210-379-5880
adam@safaritrackers.com  |  safari@safaritrackers.com


